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Simplify to Keep on Growing, Chat Transcript with Janet & Steven's Notes 
 
Janet & Steven: So many people chatted so many answers in such a fun, 
conversational way that we left the transcript in its original flow and form,  
just added our notes and hyperlinks to jump right to a particular topic. 
Thank you all for creating such a helpful, enthusiastic community! 
 
Aegopodium, Bishop's weed, snow on mt., getting rid of it 

books for simplifying 

cutting back shrubs and perennials in spring, when & how 

cutting back arborvitae and hemlock 

cutting down large grasses in spring 

deer repellent, when to apply in spring 

edging, root barriers 

exercises, Burdette's and others' recommendations 

fertilizing 

invasive plants, removing 

knee pad gardening pants 

lawn alternatives, more eco-friendly  

mail order nursery suggestions 

mulch, bagged, leaves 

philosophy of gardening 

poll results 

red bush I.D. 

sitting in the garden 

size of garden, Janet & Steven's 

tools, adaptive for easier use, lost/relocating 

 
Poll Results: Who is in this audience, or why heed their 'what works' chat? 
(About 2/3 of the audience replied:) 
How big are your gardens?  
36% - Over 1,000 sq. ft. 
32% - 500 to 1,000 sq. ft. 
19% - No idea 
12% - Do not even want to know! 
6% - 100 to 500 sq. ft. 
Analysis: 2/3 have very large gardens 
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How long have you gardened? 
31% - 30+ years 
23% - 20 - 30 years 
20% - 10 to 20 years 
20% - All my life 
6% - 1 to 10 years 
Analysis: Mostly very experienced 
 
What age is your primary gardener? 
46% - 60-70 years 
44% - Over 70 
9% - Under 50 
1% - Would rather not say 
Analysis: Starting from the fact that the median age to begin gardening is 55, 
then considering today's responses about how long people have gardened, this 
group consists largely of people who began gardening seriously earlier in life 
than most. 
 
Are you trying to simplify? 
58% - Thinking about it 
32% - For many years 
10% - Can't bear to change it much just here for the pictures in winter! 
Analysis: Like most gardeners, we think it's probably a good idea to simplify 
but not being able to do that doesn't stop us from gardening 
Back to top of document 
 
Gretchen : Good morning all. I have a question for folks who order plants. I 

have used Brecks and White Flower. Is Spring Hill in Ohio reputable? 
Nancy : I have ordered from Spring Hill many years ago. The plants were small 

and some were bare root but I knew that and was okay with it. That company 
is what got me started in gardening.   

Carolyn : We live in Ohio and usually visit the nursery (Spring Hill) because they 
are only about an hour from our grandchildren.  Usually lots of selection on 
sight.  Always had good luck with what we purchased.  Unfortunately, have 
not been there in a couple of years, so info is a little out of date. 

Janet & Steven: We've ordered from Spring Hill and second Nancy's review of 
this long-established company. Last  year we ordered from and were happy 
with Bluestone, Brent & Becky's Bulbs, Cold Stream Farm, Digging Dog, 
Forestfarm, Gossler Farm, McClure & Zimmerman, Songsparrow, Wildtype 
Native Plant Nursery and perhaps others - we forget! We were satisfied with 
everything except two exceptionally delayed shipments. Given the appalling 
and unexpected failures of the U.S. Postal service in 2020 we are not holding 
that against the nurseries involved, who replaced the losses.  
 
We have ordered by mail for decades, from dozens of nurseries because there 
is always something we need that is not available locally. The first time we 
order from a nursery, we order just an item or two and assess what we see, 
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unless we have a solid recommendation from a friend. That's the case right 
now with Quacking Grass nursery in Connecticut, endorsed by a 
discriminating friend. They grow some unusual shade plants, oh boy... 

Back to top of document 
 
Ann : Can I spray my rhododendron with deer prevention spray this week when 

the temp gets to 45 or more for a couple of days? 
Karen : 55-60 degree weather in SE Michigan next week.  OK to cut down the 

lavender? 
Sandy : Can I do a drastic pruning on a neglected dwarf lilac? 
Nikkila : I feel comfortable saying YES on behalf of Janet, Sandy‚ she’s a pretty 

big proponent for "cut it!" ...Especially because most of our definitions of 
"Drastic" would be, "um, that's just PRUNING" for Janet, 

Michele : What is the easiest way to cut huge Miscanthus? 
Jane : Battery operated Hedge trimmer works wonderfully for cutting down 

grasses, after tying. 
Judi : Tie grass into bundles and use a hedge trimmer, saves arms, 
Ruth : What did Janet use to cut down the Miscanthus? 
(Regarding going out when the soil is still to wet and cold in late winter and 

damaging soil structure. Janet recommended donning snow shoes.) 
Michele : some of us walk on boards 
Barbara : We still have a foot of snow covering our property. 
Luann: I'm looking forward to hearing your grass burning story. They sure go up 

in a woosh! But no neighbor has called the fire dept yet when we do it. We do 
keep a hose nearby. We don't burn ours every year. Last year was nice weather 
so I enjoyed cutting things down. The only problem with cutting is trying to 
decide what to do with the big old grass stalks. They are hard o put into 
compost bags! Is it too early to ct down butterfly bushes, hydrangeas, rose of 
Sharon? I'm always afraid I'll cut things, 2 days later it will go down to 0 
degrees and the tender areas will freeze. Does it matter in the long run? These 
few days of 60 make me want to get out and do something. 

Janet & Steven: When it's above 40F by day and above 28F by night it's warm 
enough to prune and cut down, even dig, move and divide. The plants need 
 24-48 hours of above-28 to readjust their cell moisture levels after being cut 
to avoid exposed-tip freeze. 45-50 for most of a daytime is spraying weather 
as the liquid coating needs to be absorbed or to set up.  
 
Even if it dips back down to very cold - teens F - the plants should be fine 
since bare ground warms and releases its heat each night. Lavender, which 
we cut to just above the lowest gray buds, is well protected, its stubs just an 
inch or two above warming soil. (If you are cutting back neglected lavender 
you probably cannot cut so far the first year. Watch Chapter One of Simplify 
for an illustration of to what to do.)  
 
We have already cut back some grasses whose presence was no longer 
adding much to the scene and started cutting back the spireas, butterfly 
bushes, hydrangeas, rose of Sharon and other shrubs we keep very small or 
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treat as if they were herbaceous - cut to the ground. 
 
Our main concern as we go out to work at winter's end is that the soil is not 
too wet. Compress cold, wet soil and it may remain airless and root-
discouraging, even root-killing through the season and beyond. The soil 
must be dry enough to crumble after we compress a handful. If it's not, we 
wear snow shoes to spread our weight. If we have a lot of back and forth to 
do, such as with wheelbarrows, we lay out plywood over our walking paths. 
 
We haven't chopped the decrepit lilacs and honeysuckles on our list, yet, but 
only because they aren't top priority items. We will lose all this year's bloom 
on them since they are so far gone they need to be razed. As long as we get to 
them by budbreak their comeback will be as strong as their stored energy 
allows. Your dwarf lilac can be razed, too, Sandy. 
 
Sonja's right that we say, go for it, cut it all the way if it's gone beyond your 
limits. You may have to thin out the return growth but in the longer run it's 
the quickest fix. 
 
Marge Alpern, one of the veteran gardeners we interviewed for today's 
webinar, told us that was the approach she took all her 70-year career in the 
garden. Her mentor, an English gardener named Ernie Stapleton, often 
said, "If you're going to prune, don't go halfway!" 
 
We cut Miscanthus and other big grasses with loppers, Michele. We do 
bundle the top first so the stalks don't fall in a tangle on us as we work. It's a 
tedious job, which is why we do not usually plant them or design with them, 
anymore. There are big grasses that are simpler to tend, such as bluestem 
(Andropogon) and purple moor grass (Molinia). If we had many to cut we'd 
rent or buy a fixed-blade brush trimmer like a little buzz saw at the end of a 
wand. Prof Art Cameron at Michigan State's grass demo area swears by 
them. Others like Jane and Judi have put electric trimmers to good use.  
 
The only constant we stress is to cut herbaceous grasses all the way to the 
ground. Don't leave stubble that ends up shading the new shoots in the 
center, which die back and create a dead spot in the middle. That's been our 
second main objection to burning, which tends to miss the moisture-filled 
dense center. (Our first objection being to the preparatory work we must do 
to implement all the safety measures we have learned are essential to a 
burn.) 
 
Herbaceous grasses? Yes some such as blue fescue (Festuca ovina glauca) 
and blue oat grass (Helictotrichon sempervirens - it's name is a giveaway) 
and some sedges are evergreen and might die if cut completely to the 
ground. We cut only the dead tips and/or comb out the old dry blades. (Our 
gloved fingers are our comb.) 
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Back to top of document 
 
Carol Corbin : I can't stay for class, I have my grandkids today.  Two books that 

might be helpful to this topic that I have read are: GARDENING FOR A 
LIFETIME, HOW TO GARDEN WISER AS YOU GROW OLDER by Sydney 
Eddison and  THE RIGHT SIZE FLOWER GARDEN by Kerry Mendez. 

Janet & Steven: Thanks, Carol! 
Gardening for a Lifetime by Sydney Eddison, How to Garden Wiser as You 
Grow Older by Sydney Eddison, and The Right Size Flower Garden by Kerry 
Ann Mendez are all available at abebooks.com, Amazon and others 

Back to top of document 
 
Carolyn : I'm curious.  How big are Janet and Steve's gardens? 
Catherine : I made a mistake & clicked 500-1000 sq feet  its really 5,000 sq feet 

at least!!! 
Dave : We went from over 3000 sq. ft. of garden to about 1500 sq. ft. and moved. 

We had over 100 trees on 1 acre lot. It contained over 150 different varieties of 
Hostas interspersed with other shade loving plants. It was a lot of work. 
Mulching has helped. More perennials has helped. We now have a lot more 
sun. 

Janet & Steven: At the home we gardened for almost 40 years we had 15,000 
square feet of perennial garden. Much of it we transitioned from traditional 
perennial garden to native groundcover and shrub area during our last ten 
years there. 
 
 At our new home we are still establishing beds after several years of 
working on drainage, grade, and removing unwanted overcrowded shrubs, 
invasive perennials and weeds. Last year we began planting cleared- and 
new beds. In total we're renovating and adding about 10,000 square feet but 
only about 300 will be traditional perennial bed. It's hard to restrict it - we 
slap our hands regularly - but we are determined to implement what we've 
learned. We'll keep you apprised of our progress! 

Back to top of document 
 
Therese : What is the red bush in the back of that picture? 
ragut : I think it was smoke bush 
Althea: smoke bush. 
Janet & Steven: Correct. The shrub behind the yew hedge Deb Hall and Janet 

were pruning in those pictures is a Purple Robe smoke bush (Cotinus 
coggygria) which we pollard every year in March - cut every branch back to 
its base. As it regrows we thin out the weakest and most crowded shoots. 
Usually in July we cut it again to stop all the too-tall canes. Our aim is to 
keep it 6' tall and often it aims to hit 12'. 

Back to top of document 
 
(Keeping a good perspective/ Gardening keeps us going) 
Sue : yes to all those comments I need the gardens, they make me smile 
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Shelley : I am learning to paint the beauty Janet has helped me create, but so 
true, how do we keep it when we can't do.....? 

Sonja Nikkila : That IS the question, Shelley. About more than just gardening‚ 
how can we live our lives so that pieces of us (and of what we care about) 
continue on? I think connections with people‚ kids, grandkids, nieces and 
nephews, neighbors‚ are a major factor in keeping what we care about alive. 

Sonja Nikkila : And Virginia's advice is the other good one for sure: lower your 
standards, and learn to love what you can see. 

Jocelyn: Virginia was much beloved by all of the staff at the Bloomfield Twp 
Public Library 

Janet & Steven: Virginia Smith was beloved of many, from the staff, volunteers 
and patrons of the library she helped establish and whose book sales she ran 
so efficiently and profitably until she was almost 100, to neighbors, friends 
and Master Gardeners. We lost her shortly after her 101st birthday. Steven 
could not add as many words as he wished to this webinar's first chapter 
because he tears up in recalling our relationship with Virginia and the others 
we showed on screen. All gardeners are special people - shamans, all - but 
those who keep on keeping on into their very old age are especially 
venerated, for good reason! 

Back to top of document 
 
Lorraine : I think Bishop's weed is on the MA invasive plant list 
marti : Snow on the Mountain? How do you get rid of it....yikes! 
Susie : Snow on the mountain takes over in the sun..  Wish I had never planted!!! 
Ruth : Snow on the mountain is the name for another plant as well. A Euphorbia 
Nancy G : the euphorbia is an annual.  
Nancy : The aegopodium reverted to green in my woody area. Still trying to get 

rid of it for the past 24 years. We make headway, but aegopodium is winning, 
grrrrrrr. 

Sonja Nikkila : Weeds, our lifelong companions! Grr and yikes indeed! 
Susie : Same question as Marti, is Bishop's weed and snow on the mountain the 

same thing? 
Jocelyn : Yes, those are the same plant 
Janet & Steven: Aegopodium podagraria (bishop's weed, ground elder or 

goutweed in its green form, snow on the mountain as green and white  
'variegata') is indeed invasive. But that is what it is planted to do, to cover 
ground. It appears on 46 States' weed lists and is banned- or prohibited 
invasive species lists in several States. See "Legal Status" tab at this site: 
https://plants.sc.egov.usda.gov/core/profile?symbol=AEPO 
 
However, this is one of the close-the-barn-door-too-late species. It is already 
established beyond gardens in much of North America. (From the link above, 
a USDA site you all should bookmark for many uses,s scroll down to see the 
species range, where it has spread to.) That means we already have it to deal 
with in many gardens and even if many States ban its sale our descendants 
will also be growing or weeding it for many generations. 
 

https://plants.sc.egov.usda.gov/core/profile?symbol=AEPO
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Its common name overlap with Euphorbia marginata, the prairie native, 
annual, naturally variegated, self-sowing species called snow on the 
mountain, is an example of why we should not rely on common names. We 
love E. marginata. This year, its first in our new landscape, it's already 
impressed neighbors and we've shared seed. 
 
We also inherited extensive colonies of Aegopodium podagraria in both 
forms. We have eradicated most and will eventually remove it all. It isn't 
easy but (meaning no denigration of the toil of embattled gardeners) it is not 
on our worst weed list because we can usually get it out in the course of a 
year by smothering and digging.  We will add an article to GardenAtoZ.org 
about how we did it since now we have a fully recorded eradication 
campaign, although we won't hold up this chat transcript to do that first. 
(Despite appearances, we do not photograph everything we do, much as we 
wish to. Usually we are midway into a project before we realize it is 
noteworthy. By then we have no chance for the critical "before" pictures.) 

Back to top of document 
 
Lorraine : I didn't think arborvitae regrew if cut back. 
Sonja Nikkila : Lorraine, all evergreens need a bit of attention about how you 

prune, but as long as you don't cut hard back to bare root, they will re-grow. 
Lorraine : Hemlocks, too? 
Sonja Nikkila : Lorraine, our "Pruning Evergreens" webinar was free to all: you 

can definitely check out more advice there! https://gardenatoz.org/about-
us/webinars-appearances-calendar/view-webinars-subscribe/ (I hesitate to 
answer and get it wrong) 

Janet & Steven: Lorraine is right. Sonja is right. If you cut to leafless wood, an 
arb branch will not re-sprout. But as long as you do not cut back hard - do 
not leave only leafless wood - you can prune as Virginia did. Those photos 
were not close enough to show the bitty green buds on the branches Virginia 
shortened. You can see examples of how far you can cut and the resulting 
regrowth at our article on GardenAtoZ.org - if you are in a hurry, scroll to 
about the halfway point in the article.https://gardenatoz.org/whats-up/big-
mistake-big-lesson/arborvitae-too-tall/ 
 
Hemlock, too, can be cut to any bud. Same for juniper, spruce, pine, fir and 
falsecypress. 

Back to top of document 
 
(Gardeners Janet & Steven & Burdette interviewed said "sit more!") 
Shelley : When we sit we really get to observe better the life in the garden! 
Amy : I've often thought it is perverse to keep trying to grow stuff that isn't super 

eager, while trying to conquer all that easily grows! 
Sonja Nikkila : Sitting and watching is so key, Shelley! 
Sonja Nikkila : You’re so right, Amy! We are perverse creatures‚ but also 

persevering! 

https://gardenatoz.org/whats-up/big-mistake-big-lesson/arborvitae-too-tall/
https://gardenatoz.org/whats-up/big-mistake-big-lesson/arborvitae-too-tall/
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Janet & Steven: Amy's aside to us was apt, it truly is the definition of insanity, 
to keep doing the same thing over and over but expecting a different result. 

Back to top of document 
 
(Exercise recommendations) 
Sylvia : Yoga 
Christie : So amazing and inspiring!! 
Lorraine : Yoga moves are simply garden moves - reach for that weed! 
Shelley : That is a well rounded, safe set of exercises! 
marti : Can we have a copy of the exercises? thanks 
Sonja Nikkila : Sylvia, HARD yes on the yoga. For gardening and for sitting at the 

stupid online-work desk all day! 
Shelley : I’m a Pilates girl! 
marti : exercise for bending: Asian Chair  
Elodie : classical stretch on PBS 
Ann : My new knee had me thinking differently about how to "get down there!" 
Ruth : That's a good visual, thx. 
Stacy : Classical stretch is a great exercise class. 
Janet & Steven: We are posting the image of Burdette's exercises at the end of 

this transcript so you can print it easily as page 19. 
 
(Tool/Equipment recommendations) 
Dave : A kneeler with 2 ft. sides on it really helps. 
Michele : I have a stool (from Home Depot) with a rounded bottom and the seat 

is like a tractor seat. It is adjustable and tilts as you reach to the right or left.  
MY FAVORITE.                                       Back to top of document 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Amy : this is so encouraging, so freedom giving ! 
Christie : There was a small pic of loppers including a ratchet. More advice on a 

purchase? 
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Janet & Steven: We cannot operate without our Fiskars Power Gear loppers 
with short handles. Available at some Home Depots and on-line. We do not 
even use long handled loppers anymore, just the shorties or we move up to a 
saw.  The folding saw we swear by is Corona's 7" razor model, unfortunately 
missing from most garden centers and hardware tool departments but 
available on-line. Good sharp blade, inexpensive, once dull, buy new! 

 

 
Sue : Have you heard of "Grampa's Weeder" tool 
Simplify : Do you know of a way to move a boulder a few feet. It is approximately 

2 ft long by 18" tall. 
Shirley : I love my Grandpa's Weeder!  I walk the lawn and get rid of dandelions! 
Gretchen : Can you rent one of those tools to use to move boulders? I forget its 

name, something like a move-along? (come-along) 
Jennifer : such a positive and encouraging message in this lecture..... 
Robin : Buy a pair of Carhartt heavy duty carpenter style pants with a pocket in 

the thigh area.  Fantastic place to store your snips. 
Gretchen : I love my Japanese knife that I use to dig out weeds as well as using 

it like a trowel. I ordered it from Garrett Wade‚ actually got 
it for my birthday several years ago. 

Sonja Nikkila : That sounds like an excellent multipurpose 
tool, Gretchen. I love a "do it all" tool. 

Marilyn : Karen Bovio, owner of Specialty Growers, sells an 
amazing Japanese knife that I use for cutting lots of stuff! 

Kathleen : Sonja, do you have the link to Janet's video on 
sharpening? 

Sonja Nikkila : Kathleen, the "Tool Care" Webinar is open to 
all ‚ its linked as #3 on this page (link goes right to the 
youtube page): https://gardenatoz.org/about-
us/webinars-appearances-calendar/view-webinars-subscribe/ 

Christie : just watch out for irrigation lines when using a fork 
gayle : Okatsune pruners! light weight can go all season without sharpening. I’m 

a professional gardener                                       Back to top of document 
Janet & Steven: We have not tried these but easily found them on-line. The 

spring looks durable and the closure a kind that will not lock on us while in 
use, a good feature. Like all hand pruners, we would have to hold it in hand 
to make that personal call on feel and fit.  
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Barbara : love to use a reciprocating saw with a wood cutting blade for 
pruning trees as well as removing centers of overgrown grasses/plants that 
need regeneration.  

Janet & Steven: Our only worry with power saws and pruning is how easily the 
blade can slip and damage wood not meant to be cut. 

Nancy : Air tires go flat. I'd rather use the old fashion ones 
Sonja Nikkila : For real, Nancy! Every year I have to put a new can of fix-a-flat 

into my air-tire wheelbarrow. Though we have hills and curbs and places that 
are nice to manage with big bouncy tires, so its a tradeoff! 

Lizzie : I found that Home Depot air tires died and tubes were not available so I 
got stuck with the heavy ones. Not that I could change an air tire. 

Janet & Steven: We buy new wheels all the time and change the whole wheel. 
Seems a small price to pay for all the wear they save on our joints. 

Nancy : I LOVE my 2 wheeled wheelbarrow  
Janet & Steven: For stability, yes, double front wheel. So far we can still 

manage one wheel and opt for its easier maneuverability and dumping. 
Therese' : We have a DR powerwagon 

that is a power wheel barrow, 
has a dump bin, 3 speeds including 
reverse! 

iPad : I LOVE & recommend adding a 
soil knife to your tool kit.  Instead 
of using a set of pruners to cut 
back items like daylily, catmint. 

 
Stacy : A 7 cf. (or more) gorilla cart, available at Lowe's,  Get the one that has a 

dump function, pull a handle & the basket lifts for dumping.   Cart can handle 
400 lbs. Very easy to pull. Large tires.  I can't believe I ever gardened without 
it. 

Donna : Fold-It Cart.  Collapsible, aluminum with 2 air tires.  bought one in 1983 
and just replaced it.  Can carry more weight than it appears. 

 
Janet & Steven: We like the fat-tire carts we've used. The folding cart seemed 

such a good idea but both we've used kept going flat...  
Lorraine : I LOVE the ARS hedge shears!                     Back to top of document 
Lizzie : What are the lightest long blade loppers? 
Sonja Nikkila: ARS Shears 
Carol : I use a plastic sled year round--easy to pull and easy to dump. 
Judith : I worked for the Arthritis Foundation for years, arranging educational 

programs for people with arthritis among other things.  Among our most 
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popular ones were programs on adaptive gardening‚which is what Janet and 
Steve are talking about right now.  There is LOADs of info on adaptive 
gardening the net, and in fact it is a specialty for some occupational 
therapists.  If you look for lectures or literature by OTs, you can be reasonably 
sure of getting reliable information.  One such specialist is Amy Wagenfeld, 
Ph.D. (unsolicited endorsement)‚ she was one of our lecturers, and she got 
into the OT specialty because she is a master gardener. I just found a scholarly 
article by her on the net, but there might be more gardener-friendly offerings 
online from her. 

Sonja Nikkila : Thanks, Judith‚ it's always good to have nice, targeted search 
terms. Adaptive gardening it is! 

Lorraine : Needle-nosed pliers are good for removing weeds from tight places 
Sonja Nikkila : I actually think needle-nose are essential for life generally  
Liz : Are there hand tools made specifically for left handers? 
Sonja Nikkila : There are, Liz! But it might require some specialist shopping‚ any 

lefties in the audience with recommendations? 
Pat's : Felco has left handed pruners #5, I think.               Back to top of document 
Janet & Steven: Using the search terms left handed secateurs, we see Felco #9 

and #10 rotating handle pruners for left hand. And see a website 
anythinglefthanded another leftyslefthanded... 

Robin : A diamond hone is the best for sharpening blades. 
Janet & Steven: If we did not drop ours so often we would buy beyond the $5 

"pocket stone" available on-line or at independent hardware stores (Ace, 
True Value, Best). 

rk : Looking for recommendation on quality watering cans.   Such a basic 
concept but all I see at the stores are of such poor design. 

Pam : Haws watering cans!  Water Right (I think) hoses, extremely light, doesn't 
kink. Fun colors too. 

Janet & Steven: We like Haws, too. Best designed and durable although the 
price makes us wince. 

Jane : 3 gallon from Gardeners Supply (plastic) 
From Shelley : thank you! I love Gardener Supply for supplies as I lose ability!  
Lorraine : Water Right hoses are great. Our club uses them in the Plant-a-Row 

for the Hungry Garden. 
Janet & Steven: We haven't tried them. Thanks for the recommendation. We see 

on-line slim/light and coiled (spring-like) versions. Currently we are 
enamored of the Zero G hoses for very light weight and durability but do not 
connect them directly to a spigot or it may fuse metal to metal! We learned 
the hard way and learned the answer from a friend: First screw a plastic 
hose coupler to the spigot then screw the hose end to that. 

Tina : Does Burdette use a brown perforated product that diverts water from end 
of downspout? Was in a photo. What is, it where to get it? 

Sonja Nikkila : I'm not sure, Tina, but I know that J&S do recommend exactly 
those kinds of adapters. I’ll ask about it!                 Back to top of document 
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Janet & Steven: We have 
used them to spread the 
force of a downspout's 
flow and reduce erosion. It 
is not a perfect answer 
especially where leafy 
debris flushes from the 
gutters, which will clog 
the extension. It has 
been a while since we 
used one; the one we 
last used doesn't seem to 
be on the market. Here is 
a current offering 
(right). 

 
Ruth : Use a holster.  Works for pruners and trowels. At A Southern Gardener, 

we use a holster that holds a soil knife and a pruning shears. AM Leonard has 
tool holsters. 

Janet & Steven: A Southern Gardener is the gardening service begun and run by 
our friend Mil Hurley for even more than the 30 years we've known her. We 
greatly appreciate having these gardeners in our community! 

Diane : I use a dolly truck, a two-wheeled one a little smaller than one used to 
move kitchen appliances. 

Janet & Steven: We love our fat-tire ball cart, designed to move plants with a 
large root ball or pot. Shown during the webinar, chapter 2. 

Back to top of document 
 
Mark: My favorite shear is one I can find! Always keep losing it! Any advice? 
Kathie : I use the "Tile" on my keys and it absolutely works! 
Donna : I use lots of yellow electrical tape on the handles.  Have found tools in 

garden waste bags! 
chermann : bright pink duct tape on handles 
Robin : You can buy "Tiles" that you program with your smart phone that will 

find anything they are attached to.  Costco sells them.  Use for finding keys 
and wallet. 

Karen : I use a metallic foil type ribbon on my handles that have helped many 
times. Also count how many tools you use have helped. 

David: I have tried long colorful ribbon to make tools findable. 
Barbara : Paint your name on the tool in bright nail polish! 
Janet & Steven: We knew a product existed, but we would not have known to 

search "tiles to find lost objects." Now we know it may be small enough to 
attach without interfering with use of the tool. Thanks! 
 
As for the paint and ribbons, we lose pretty large items despite their color or 
size, dropped into the fullness of a summer garden. For us, what works is 
using only a standard few tools that all fit in one bucket, staying in one place 
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until all is done there, and taking quick inventory each time we change 
locations. Although that didn't stop Janet from losing her ARS shears, which 
are so universally valued on first sight that we think a person, not a garden, 
absorbed them before she returned the next day. 

Back to top of document 
 
Jane : I've got pants with the slot for knee pads at the bottom.  How do you keep 

the pads in? 
Janet & Steven: You have made Juli's day by asking. She wore her Blaklader's 

pants for a year with duct tape over the pocket opening. We showed her 
there is a stitched fold just inside the opening, into which the bottom edge of 
the pad can be fitted. Took us a bit of figuring when we first began wearing 
these, too.  

Barbara : Bennette Design Group Knee Pad, Millis, MA.  Available on amazon. 
Michele : Some of us with knee replacement can no longer kneel. Bummer. 
Juli : Have Janet's same pants. Or I think so. Have not figured out what exact 

kind they are, to reorder??! 
Sonja Nikkila : http://www.contractors-solutions.net 
Sonja Nikkila : Michele, I find I end up cross-legged or with my legs kicked to the 

side ‚ more comfortable and I don’t even have a knee-replacement excuse! We 
all get it done however we can! 

Janet : I use Rosies coveralls which have removable pads. Have been using 
them for years. 

Janet & Steven: At the contractor's solutions site above, we buy Blaklader 
Bantam Work Pants and knee pads (separate item, the pads, boo!) and we 
also have the heavier Brawny Carpenters Pants for winter wear. Of all we 
have tried (plenty; though not Rosie's simply because Janet's not 
comfortable in overalls) we think Blaklader's are the best available. They 
come only in men's sizes but that's okay since  Janet wears suspenders and 
has a pretty straight line waist.  
 
Last time we bought pants (they last years even with daily wear; the 
material covering the knee is Kevlar) we noticed the company had caught on 
to gardeners' patronage and were offering women's styles... for a hefty 
amount more. Another boo! Since we have had no reason to switch styles we 
haven't tried the ladies' pants for comparison. 

Back to top of document 
 
(Lawn alternatives) 
Roy : A nice grassy area amidst lots of flower beds is a great spot for your eyes to 

rest 
Sonja Nikkila : Agreed, Roy! And I think the same about a nicely made stone 

patio as well. White space is key to good design! 
Judith : Problem with lawn, doesn't  feed anything. Also doesn't stop runoff. 
Gretchen : It seems like there's a contradiction between simplifying and creating 

spaces with less lawn that does not support insects. I want to move to more 
plants that are good for animals. 

http://www.contractors-solutions.net/
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Sonja Nikkila : It's true, Judith ‚ we're not proponents of lots of lawn. But used 
judiciously? Also, you can seed your lawn with high-value pollinator food like 
clover! 

Judith : I spend far more time trying (unsuccessfully) to create and maintain 
lawn than I do on my other gardens.  Maybe its time for thyme! 

Sonja Nikkila : THYME IS THE BEST. I just adore it. 
Michele : Is it a special kind of Thyme for the lawn? 
Sonja Nikkila : Michele, we use woolly thyme as a seeeeeerious groundcover and I 

walk on it almost all day, no ill effects‚ 
Michele : good, I am trying to make my front lawn GONE! 
Judith : How about white clover or mini versions of clover as grass 

substitutes? 
Michele : I have some ajuga growing in spots 
Sonja Nikkila : For sure, Gretchen‚ gardens are more valuable than lawn. But a 

bit of lawn can have its own value (especially, again, if you can get pollinator 
plants in there!) (Like clover) 

Therese' :  A book mentioned a few weeks ago called "Nature's Best Hope" 
(Douglas Tallamy) refers to lawn offering less to our biodiversity and the 
many advantages of native plantings. 

Michele :I would LOVE to have people put clover back into their grass for my 
bees. 

Stacy: I use a lot of catmint/Nepeta 'Walker's Low' in place of lavender. Much, 
much less work but a very similar look and it blooms multiple times 
throughout the season.                                             Back to top of document 

Gretchen : Woolly thyme grows over the edge of my sidewalk so I need to 
capitalize on that nuisance and move some to make a thyme lawn. 

Sonja Nikkila : For sure, Michele! As with pretty much everything in life, there 
are GOOD ways to do a thing (like lawn). "Lawn = bad" limits our ability to 
think about options and variations, and what we, as individual gardeners, 
might need. (Like a place for my dogs to pee and poop!) 

Suzanne : What is a good replacement for lawn in deep shade area? 
Lizzie : ground cover instead of grass (like the thyme) that grow well in gravel? 
Janet & Steven: We would love to see lawn gone. Talk about an invasive non-

native species. Worse, its prevalence has fostered a culture of mowing huge 
areas. One beekeeper we know moved out of State when development 
encroached on what had been honey-productive farm and pasture. The land 
was carved into 2 acre lots that 100% of new owners simply mowed.  
 
That said, walkable, durable playing surfaces have a legitimate place in the 
human landscape. Lawn grass species have been developed (nod to the golf 
industry) expressly to take foot traffic like no other plant can. So we accept 
functional lawn, add clover where we can for the sake of the soil and the 
bees. The bees love it but that, too, can be problematic where small, barefoot 
children use the lawn. Those little sweat bees are basically non-aggressive 
but being stepped on can change their attitude. 
 
Burdette's thyme lawn succeeded and the grass, still there, can't dominate 
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because the site is sandy/rocky, dry and sunny. Thyme would do well in 
gravelly sun, too, as would low sedums. The two are first order colonizers of 
the new soils left as glaciers retreat. Few other carpet forming plants can 
manage those conditions. Yet we can't recommend these species where there 
is a lot of foot traffic. 
 
In the shade, same problem. Species that can cover ground neatly, such as 
Lamium, Ajuga, gingers (Asarum species) and violets (various native species 
of Viola) will wear away to bare soil where trod upon regularly. Thus 
mixtures of shade tolerant lawngrass and these other groundcovers are 
necessary and, sadly, the combos are often not neat enough for people raised 
in the Turf Monoculture Society. Leave this snippet in a family history book 
where it may last a few generations and let future gardeners judge if we 
make any difference in trying. 

Back to top of document 
 
Joann : My lawn looks like it is covered with spider web now that the snow has 

melted. what do you do 
Janet & Steven: Snow mold is a low-oxygen fungus that gets a foothold when 

heavy snow lays long over relatively warm soil. This winter's freaky warm 
January followed by February's snowy cold was a perfect set up. No 
worries, however. The snow mold cannot persist in light and great air 
circulation. If your lawn has any gumption at all it will recover from any 
nutrient stealing or smothering the snow mold and snow may have done. If 
you see thin patches, aerate, overseed, water and wait. 

Back to top of document 
 
(Janet suggests mulch in fall. And buy bagged mulch if cannot use whole truck 

delivery at once, as bagged mulch can be stored out of the way.) 
Catherine : We shred our leaves and mulch with them every fall it really makes 

the gardens look so much better in spring & keeps the weeds down 
Nancy : what to do with all those empty mulch bags? no one wants to recycle 

them. 
Barbara : I rinse out the mulch bags and use as trash bags.  
Catherine : we use the empty mulch bags as garbage bags 
Sonja Nikkila : Or 'clean up the dog yard' bags, too. Good tip, Catherine 
Nancy : Cut the empty mulch bags open to use as small tarps for soil as you are 

planting or trimming, etc. 
Lorraine : I have attended lectures that advocate raking and shredding leaves 

and placing on the garden in the fall; I have also gone to lectures that 
advocating placing the leaves on the garden without shredding so that any 
bugs/bees/insects that have been laid will survive. Which is correct? 

Ruth : Please don't dump in the woods. That spreads invasive species. 
Sonja Nikkila : Lorraine, Janet & Steve put leaves on whole. As long as they’re not 

already matted, they’ll decompose JUST fine (as they would in the woods) 
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Lorraine : Which is what I did last fall. It doesn't look very good right now. 
Should I purchase leaf mold mulch and put it down over the only partially 
decomposed layer I have now? 

Sonja Nikkila : You could certainly put your normal mulch down over, or as you 
open your gardens for the year you could rake out leaves you're not happy 
with and compost them 

Janet & Steven: We use mulch bags for garbage, too. And we apply what we call 
a veneer mulch over any fall-applied leaves that offend anyone's visual 
sensibility. That's a thin layer of some fine, dark mulch. That could be leaf 
mold or processed bark or compost. However, we try first to sell patience, 
since the plants will cover the mulch in just a few weeks. We use whole leaves 
as mulch. Shredded leaves are finer in texture but the shredding isn't 
necessary so we dispensed with that noisy, energy-squandering, time-taking 
process and have never looked back. We also feel better about whole leaves 
because there are indeed some benign and beneficial insects and 
microorganisms that may overwinter in leafy layers. Some pests occupy 
that niche, too, but we place our bets on natural balances and try to stay out 
of that mix. 

Back to top of document 
 
Sandy : Mulch?  I used hardwood shredded mulch and brought in armillary 

fungus. Had to pay someone to take the mulch out! Is there a mulch Sonja 
Nikkila : Oh bummer, Sandy! I don’t think that came up in last years soil prep 
/ mulching seminar, but I’ll make a note and ask about it‚ for a future webinar 
if not today! 

Janet & Steven: Armillaria root rot can kill a tree or shrub, yet it isn't a very 
aggressive fungus. Healthy plants snub it often, as it is lying dormant in 
many wooded environments. Instead, it infects stress-weakened plants, 
mostly where drainage is poor or roots are already-injured or wounded. 
Most of the fungi we see in garden mulch are simply decaying the deadwood 
that is mulch and are no threat to living  plants, only to our eyes. 
 
There are always exceptions but we'd need more information to know if 
yours was one. So sorry for all your trouble, and feel free to email with more 
about the situation, what you saw, how the diagnosis was made, etc. We 
would also be curious about what has happened since, because fungal spores 
remain when organic matter is removed. It takes much more than scraping 
away mulch to eliminate them. For more: 

https://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/disandpath/fungalbasidio/pdlessons/Pages
/Armillaria.aspx 

Back to top of document 
 
Lizzie : How often to fertilize potted plants? 
Sonja Nikkila : Lizzie, I do mine 1-2 times per year. Make sure you calculate 

whatever product for containers though! It will often be a lower 
concentration. 

https://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/disandpath/fungalbasidio/pdlessons/Pages/Armillaria.aspx
https://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/disandpath/fungalbasidio/pdlessons/Pages/Armillaria.aspx
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Kathryn : Can I sprinkle Holly Tone under my White Pine and Hemlocks or do I 
have to dig holes? 

Janet & Steven: Fertilize container growing plants only when they are actively 
growing. Those that live indoors are resuming growth now as the days 
lengthen. The amount will vary with the fertilizer, less of a concentrated 20-
20-20 and more of a 7-7-7, for instance. The package should have a 
recommendation, which we like to split between several waterings. (Anyone 
else notice how much spell checkers dislike gardening terms such as 
waterings?) 
 
We don't prescribe unnecessary work when it comes to fertilizing. Slow 
release organic products like Holly Tone can go on the mulch- or soil surface 
where they will be deconstructed by microorganisms, worms and the like, 
along with other organics that fall there - caterpillar droppings, insect 
carcasses, squirrel dung, etc. Decay and nutrient release happen faster in 
moister conditions under a mulch but if you regularly add organic matter 
that's happening now to your last application and your new offering will 
join the progression in its turn. 

Back to top of document 
 
Stacy : Is the carpet runner edging level with the grass or raised an few inches? 
Sonja Nikkila : Running just a bit above, Stacy! And you might need to recover 

that edge as the season goes on. Basically, enough to keep the grass roots from 
lapping over 

Marie : Funny. Decide your goals and stick to it. :) 
Janet & Steven: Yup, the edge extends just above soil surface, maybe an inch. 
Back to top of document 
 
Nancy :  Another way to remember to bend those knees: pretend you just had 

cataract surgery. lol 
Janet & Steven: Talk about a great perspective. Kudos! 
 
Susan: the buds on my Lenten rose looks like they froze.  should I take them off? 
Janet & Steven: Yes. Warm January, frigid February, there go some hellebore 

buds. Dead, they are open to infection by otherwise weak fungi and can 
become a source of infection to damaged leaves or stems. 

 
Donigan : Tip for stump removal? 
Janet & Steven: Dig around the perimeter to expose main roots and saw or chop 

through those to separate them from the trunk, then use a pry bar to tip the 
stump out. This is possible because most trees are anchored by main roots 
that go wide, not deep.  
 
If digging is out of the picture, then time and a close planting that will hide 
the stump and keep it moist is as good as anything. An annual chopping of 
the stump's top will give decay microorganisms more surface to work on. 
Some products on the market claim to speed decay if poured into holes you 
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drill into the stump but we have not seen worthy results. If anything in that 
has an effect, it's the air and water brought into contact with wood by 
drilling holes. 

 
Janet : Looking forward to getting full chat transcript on this week's topic! 

Thanks as always. These are so informative and it feels like being with old and 
wise friends. 

Debbie : Thanks so much for all the fabulous info!  What a wonderful way to start 
the day! 

Kathleen : This was a great message this week and so many wonderful tips!  
Thank you! Enjoy your travels! 

Judith : Thank you again. Learn something every time. 
Susan: Thank you. Beautiful photos too 
 Joan  : Thanks for sharing! 
 
Back to top of document 
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